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The Lancashire Cotton Industry

Gospel Value
Service

What I should know-
I know that Learie Constantine experienced racism in England and his grandparents 
were enslaved. I know that Clothes showed how wealthy people were and I know 
that people in Tudor times had difficult lives.

Key Knowledge

• Cotton Mills in the Industrial Revolution were 
built so labourers could make cotton cloth and 
yarn powered by engines.

• Mill owners used child labour and didn’t have 
safe working environments.

• Lancashire was the county where most of the 
cotton mills were.

• Cotton Mills eventually closed causing mass 
unemployment and poverty. 

Key Vocabulary
cotton Thread or cloth made from the 
fibres of the cotton plant
industry The companies and activities 
involved in the process of producing goods 
for sale 
mill A factory where a particular substance 
is produced Yarn -thread used for making 
cloth or for knitting 
cloth A type of woven material 
natural fabrics Cloth made from fibres that 
are obtained from plants, animals or 
mineral sources. 
profit Money that is earned in trade or 
business after paying the costs of producing 
and selling goods and services 
dependence The situation in which you 
need something or someone all the time 
census A count for official purposes 
insurrection An organised attempt by a 
group of people to defeat their government 
and take control of their country 
famine A situation in which there is not 
enough food for a great number of people
slave A person who is legally owned by 
someone else and has to work for that 
person 
racial race can mean a person's colour, 
nationality, ethnicity or citizenship 
equality The right for different people to 
receive the same treatment

Timeline
1777 Preston’s First Cotton Mill opens.
1822 Guild, Procession of the Cotton Trades
1862 Cotton Famine
1882 Guild celebrated Preston’s strength and 
world-wide importance as a cotton town.
1960s-1970s One Lancashire mill closes 
every week.

A person running a cotton machine, 
during the cotton industry.


